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Stopping Molecules with a Centrifuge
A novel deceleration technique brings fast continuous beams of
polyatomic polar molecules almost to a halt
Does the electron possess an electric dipole moment? Will it be possible
to achieve perfect control over chemical reactions between polyatomic
molecules, or can one envisage quantum simulations and quantum
computation with cold polar molecules? The fast-growing investigation of
cold polar molecules holds promise for delivering answers to these longstanding questions that concern fundamental physics as well as future
applications. Producing abundant samples of cold polyatomic molecules
from thermal ensembles, however, is a formidable challenge. A key
method for obtaining cold molecules is the deceleration of molecular
beams. This has been achieved so far only in the pulsed mode, with a
very low duty cycle. Thus the hitherto-implemented techniques cannot
make use of the intrinsically high flux delivered by the available
continuous molecular sources. To utilize the full potential of such
sources, a continuous deceleration is warranted. Towards this end, a
team of scientists in the Quantum Dynamics Division of Professor
Gerhard Rempe at the Max-Planck-Institute of Quantum Optics has now
developed a versatile deceleration technique dubbed centrifuge
decelerator, which makes possible for the first time the deceleration of
continuous beams of polyatomic polar molecules (PRL, DOI:
10.1103/PhysRevLett.112.013001, 6 January 2014).
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The stunning advances in atomic physics and quantum optics over the past
three decades ensued to a great extent from the development of efficient laser
cooling and deceleration techniques. Compared to atoms, molecules are more
complex objects and possess a more involved internal-energy structure: in
addition to the electronic states, molecules have also vibrational and rotational
states. For this reason, the laser cooling and deceleration methods, which are
the workhorses in atomic physics, are not applicable to molecules, in particular
polyatomic ones.
A natural way to decelerate a molecule (as any other object) is to make it climb
up a potential hill, thereby transforming its kinetic energy into a potential one.
Such a hill can be provided through the interaction of a molecule with an
external field, be it electric, magnetic or gravitational. For instance, the
application of electric fields makes use of the dipole moment that a large
number of molecules (unlike atoms) possess because of an uneven charge
distribution within the molecule. The dipole moment interacts with the external
electric fields, and by making the molecules move from a region with a weaker
field to a region with a stronger field they lose kinetic energy. In a similar
fashion magnetic molecules can be decelerated with external magnetic fields.
“The disadvantage of these two methods is that for most molecules of interest
the typical height of electric or magnetic hills is of the order of 1 Kelvin,
whereas molecules from our liquid-nitrogen-cooled source have initial kinetic
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energies of the order
o
of 10
00 Kelvin”, Dr. Sotir Chervenkov, leader oof the exp
periment,
explainss. “Hence, the
t molecules have to
o climb up a sequence
e of around hundred hills. This
implicattes that one has to apply
a
this p
process ma
any times in
n successioon, which leads to
operatio
on in the pulsed regime
e.”
To circu
umvent this limitation, one
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s
high
h
potentiaal (~100 K) in order
to decelerate mole
ecules in on
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h potential is provided by the grav
vitational
field of the Earth, for
f instance
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alculations, however, show
s
that foor a molecu
ule to be
decelera
ated from around
a
200
0 metre perr second do
own to a tra
appable veelocity of around 20
metre p
per second it has to fly upwards in
n the gravitational field
d of the Earrth for 2000 metres,
which re
enders such an experiiment imposssible or att least very demandingg. The alternative is
to artificcially create
e an analogu
ue of a gravvitational fie
eld in the lab
boratory.
“We are
e the first group worldw
wide which exploits this possibility
y”, points oout Dr. Chervenkov.
“Everyo
one who ha
as been on a merry-g o-round ha
as experienced the ouutward force
e, which
exists in
n a rotating
g frame. This force can
n be much larger than
n the gravittational forc
ce of the
Earth, a
and is explloited in ce
entrifuges fo
or a multitu
ude of biolo
ogical, chem
mical, medical and
industria
al applicatio
ons.” Xing Wu, a docctoral cand
didate who performed the first measurem
ments, adds: “Now
w we employ a rotating
g frame for a conceptu
ually differennt purpose,, namely
to dece
elerate a ga
as of neutrral molecul es from ab
bout 200 metre
m
per ssecond to almost
a
a
standstiill.” Martin Zeppenfelld, who in
nitially prop
posed the idea, furthher elucida
ates the
decelera
ation mech
hanism: “First the m
molecules propagate
p
around
a
thee periphery
y of the
centrifug
ge in a stattionary storrage ring wiith a diame
eter of 40 cm
m composeed of two sttatic and
two rota
ating electro
odes. Then a rotating sspiral-shape
ed electric quadrupole
q
e guide pick
ks up the
moleculles almost at any poin
nt around th
he storage ring and wh
hirls them tto the rotation axis.
Thus th
he centrifug
ge decelerration is a two-step process: th
he velocity of the molecules
decreasses first upo
on their transition from
m the labora
atory into th
he rotating frame, and
d further,
while prropagating in the rotatting guide, as they are
e forced to climb up a huge pote
ential hill
and are
e continuou
usly slowed
d down, eve
entually rea
aching the rotation axxis at close
e-to-zero
velocity.”
PQ team de
emonstrated
d the capab
bilities and the univers
sality of thee new techn
nique by
The MP
decelera
ation of thre
ee species with differe
ent masses and a dipo
ole momentt of the orde
er of 1.5
Debye, CH3F, CF3H, and CF3CCH. In th
heir experim
ment the sc
cientists varry both the rotation
speed o
of the discc and the voltage
v
at tthe quadru
upole guide. For optim
mal conditio
ons they
achieve
ed continuous output beams
b
with intensities of several billion mollecules per squaremillimetre pper second for
mo
olecules wiith kinetic energies
e
be
elow 1 Kelviin.
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Fiig. 1: On a fast rotating
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ectric quadrrupole guid
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e molecules to move tow
wards the
rottation axis. As the molecules
m
ha
ave to fight aagainst the centrifugal
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ey loose
kin
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o the centtrifuge dece
elerator are its continuous opeeration, high beam
“Novel features of
ge set of mo
olecules, an
nd ease of operation. T
Therefore itt has the
intensityy, applicability to a larg
potentia
al to become an extrem
mely valuab
ble method in the cold--molecule reesearch,” Professor
P

Gerhard Rempe points out. “The universality of the centrifugal force might also enable one to
slow down atoms that cannot be laser-cooled, and possibly even cold neutrons.”
Accumulation of centrifuge-decelerated molecules in an electric trap and further cooling them
via the recently demonstrated technique of Sisyphus cooling developed in the same group at
the MPQ might allow for a dramatic increase of the phase-space density for controlled
collision experiments with polyatomic molecules and pave the way to achieving quantum
degenerate regimes with polar molecules. [SC/OM]
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